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Abstract. Requirements engineering is a key activity in systems development. This paper examines six systems development projects that have used end user development (EUD) as a requirements engineering technique for communicating across social worlds. For this purpose, we employed the theoretical lens of design boundary object in order to focus on functional and political ecologies during the development process. Four features were investigated: (1) the capability for common representation, (2) the capability to transform design knowledge, (3) the capability to mobilise for design action, and (4) the capability to legitimise design knowledge across social worlds. We concluded that EUD means a high degree of end user involvement and takes advantage of end users’ know-how. It has the ability to capture requirements and transfer them into the final information system without the need to make an explicit design rationale available to the systems developers. However, systems developers have little or no influence on business requirements. Their role is mainly as technical experts rather than business developers. The systems developers took control and power of technical requirements, while requirements that relate to business logic remained with the end users. Consequently, the systems developers did not act as catalysts in the systems development process.
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1 Introduction

Requirements engineering has been recognised as a key activity in creating or altering information systems (Ocker et al. 1996), i.e. in systems development. It has been recognised that errors and misunderstandings during the requirements engineering phase is one of the greatest single causes for project failure (Hansen et al. 2008). Consequently, the way in which this phase is carried out has significant impact on the final information system. At the same time, this process tends to be error-prone inasmuch as systems development involves finding a solution to the paradox of ‘wicked’ problems (Rittel 1984) – in other words, you have to ‘solve’ the problem before you can clearly define it, and then design a workable solution. The search for approaches that meet this challenge has been extensive (e.g., Checkland 1981; Martin 1991; Schwaber and Beedle 2001; Kruchten 2004), and has led to a greater understanding of this issue.

Today, requirements engineering is viewed as a continuous ‘decision-rich problem solving activity’ (Aurum and Wohlin 2003) during systems development. It means that requirements are not found, but designed by system developers together with end users in analogy with architects in the building industry, ‘who produce design sketches based on brief specifications from their clients, and who agree then what should be built in terms of these sketches’ (McDermid, 1994). These sketches and the requirements are then refined in an iterative pattern in order to decide on how to realize the ideas. Consequently, requirements specifications evolve through a set of design decisions on what to build.

A large range of different requirements engineering techniques is now available. These techniques aim to structure the decision-making process, and denote the driver behind these decisions. Proponents of participatory design (Mumford 1981; Greenbaum and Kyng 1991; Ehn 1993; Kensing and Munk-Madsen 1993) have argued that people who are supposed to use the final information system (i.e. end users) should participate in this process. Some of these techniques have been developed through research whilst others have evolved as ‘best practices’ through acquired industrial wisdom.

In this paper we address the industrial practice of using end user development (EUD) as a requirements engineering technique, something that we have encountered in several empirical cases. EUD grew in popularity during the 1990s (Brancheau and Brown 1993; Taylor, Moynihan et al. 1998; Moore 2002), when end users were able to use powerful desktop tools, such as spreadsheets and easy-to-use databases, for development of local information systems. This kind of development is closely linked with the daily work carried out by end users. Indeed, Brancheau and Brown (1993) defined EUD as: “the adoption and use of information technology by personnel outside the information systems department to develop software applications in support of organizational tasks.” Existing research has shown that the results of EUD are not without controversy (e.g., Karten 1990; Panko 1998; McGill and Klobas 2005). However, relatively little is known about EUD when used in systems development as a requirements engineering technique (Rittenberg and Senn 1993; Dodd and Carr 1994). Thus, we pose the research question: what are the advantages and disadvantages of using such a practice in systems development to communicate requirements across two social worlds?

The aim of this paper is to examine EUD as a requirements engineering technique for communicating across social worlds (groups of actors with shared knowledge, interests and tasks) in
systems development. For this purpose, we employed the theoretical lens of design boundary object (Bergman et al. 2007). Design boundary objects are a specific type of boundary object (Star and Griesemer 1989) used to communicate design knowledge across social worlds in order to propel the systems development process forward. Four aspects of design boundary objects were used to study the uses of EUD in six case studies: (1) the capability for common representation, (2) the capability to transform design knowledge, (3) the capability to mobilise for design action, and (4) the capability to legitimise design knowledge across social worlds. We show, through empirical examples, that EUD can be an effective technique for incorporating end user’s know-how in the final design, thus addressing the tacit dimension of knowing (Polanyi 1983). However, this technique changes the role of systems developers, who no longer act as catalysts in the systems development process. This research therefore advances existing research about requirements engineering techniques (Kensing and Munk-Madsen 1993; Maiden and Rugg 1996; Malcolm 2001) and the pros and cons of these techniques.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces the theory of design boundary objects, before going on to discuss existing research on EUD. In the fourth section, we present our research setting and research method. The fifth and sixth sections describe our analysis, focusing on one of the case studies. The seventh section comprises a discussion of the research findings, their implications for practice and research, research limitations, and ideas for future research. Finally, the paper draws several conclusions.

2 Theoretical lens: design boundary objects

Design boundary objects (Bergman et al. 2007) are artefacts, such as prototypes, storyboards and use cases, which are generic enough to facilitate design cooperation across social worlds, but still specific enough to allow diversity in interpretation. For example, in the field of requirements engineering, a use case carries information from the end users to the systems developers about the order in which specific tasks must be carried out. However, the exact interpretation of those tasks might still be different depending on the background knowledge of both the end users and the systems developers. Consequently, design boundary objects are similar to the more generic boundary objects (Star and Griesemer 1989; Star 1993), where the latter are any artefact shared by two or more actors from different social worlds. Boundary objects have often been used to study coordination activities across multiple social worlds. These include different types of objects such as museum artefacts (Star and Griesemer 1989), engineering drawings (Henderson 1991) and patients’ medical records (Berg and Bowker 1997). Few studies have focused more specifically on design boundary objects, i.e. the role of boundary objects in design processes. Bødker (1998) described design representations as ‘containers’ of different ideas that have limited capability to communicate between different social worlds. Bergman et al. (2007) showed that design boundary objects have an impact on two ecologies in an organisation: the functional and the political. The role of the functional ecology is to investigate how technologies can support and extend an organisation’s work processes. The political ecology addresses power structures within an organisation, determining who can make design decisions and when these decisions can be made. Design boundary objects have four features that determine how each
Requirements engineering techniques guide the navigation of design paths across functional and political ecologies. For example, user stories or prototypes are requirements engineering products that connect design routines across multiple social worlds; as such, these artefacts become design boundary objects. These artefacts place a different emphasis on the above-mentioned features of design boundary objects. They have different advantages and disadvantages in helping actors to overcome gaps in the functional and political ecologies. In this paper, we have a specific interest in end user developed information systems as design boundary objects in systems development. We investigate their advantages and disadvantages in helping to overcome design knowledge gaps residing in the functional ecology and helping to resolve agreement gaps in the political ecology. We will next discuss existing research into EUD, showing that EUD has, to a limited extent, been discussed in relation to design boundary objects in systems development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Promote shared</strong></td>
<td>The design boundary object encapsulates a shared functional and/or a political form through common syntax and semantics, which is understood across two or more social worlds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>representation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transform design</strong></td>
<td>The design boundary object combines and transforms representations that move towards finding a feasible functional and political solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobilize for</strong></td>
<td>The design boundary object invites action into the functional ecology in order to reduce problem or solution ambiguity in a design, and/or the political ecology to participate in decision making and resource allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>design action</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legitimize design</strong></td>
<td>The design boundary object legitimises content: functionally, the content needs to be legitimised as correct and valid design knowledge in order to support and extend the organisation's work processes. Politically, the content needs to demonstrate the acceptance of goals, problems and solutions by power structures within the organisation in order to justify the movement of design knowledge across social worlds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The four features of design boundary objects

# EUD research

EUD does not involve any distinct activities (Ko et al. 2011). Rather, it forms part of the end user's daily work and the developed information systems evolve in small increments over time in an iterative pattern. End users often use fourth generation development tools (Sayles 1990), tailorable information systems (Eriksson and Dittrich 2007), or Web 2.0 tools (Costabile et al.
2008; Cappiello et al. 2013) to frame the problem and search for solutions. For example, Floyd et al. (2007) reported on how end users construct mash-ups using Web 2.0 and public available APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) in order to solve problems in their everyday lives. The development pattern that they described is iterative and hardly ever controlled, as promoted in systems development methods. Instead, they described how the mash-ups evolved based on the end users’ current understanding of the problem, with problem solutions evolving to meet changing needs.

EUD is often viewed in terms of development activities that are independent of systems development. In existing EUD research, end user developed information systems are usually not studied as design boundary objects. Instead, the focus is on the EUD process and the consequences of using these artefacts in organisations’ work processes (e.g., Davis 1988; Teo and Tan 1999; McGill 2004). Hence, these studies do not focus on end user developed applications as part of systems development projects. However, a few notable exceptions do exist. One such example is Dodd and Carr (1994), who proposed the concept of Systems Development Led by end Users as a cross between systems development and EUD, where end users act as project managers. Thus, it is not a full integration between EUD and systems development, since the end users did not develop artefacts on their own. However, Dodd and Carr (1994) theoretically illustrated the possibility to use end user developed information systems as starting points for projects when they discussed development efforts as a continuum between systems development and EUD. Still, they provided no such empirical evidence. Rittenberg and Senn (1993) discussed the repackaging of end user developed applications as full-blown systems that act as a disseminating mechanism in organisations. They addressed several interesting aspects such as ownership of applications and reliability issues. Still, they did not go into details on how repackaging of end user developed applications affects the development process. For example, they did not discuss the effects on the political ecology. Floyd et al. (2007) discussed the potential of end user developed mash-ups as a way to show to professional developers what to develop, i.e. as requirement engineering tool. However, they have not analysed the developer-side of the process.

We can conclude that none of these studies focused on how EUD affects both the functional and political ecologies in systems development.

Our study of existing research also revealed at least two aspects that are important when discussing end user developed information systems as design boundary objects. Both aspects seem to concern the capability to transform design knowledge and mobilise for design actions as well as the capability to legitimise design knowledge. The first aspect is the quality of the requirements, which in our research is viewed as an integral part of the end user developed information system. Since EUD is an intertwined process, requirements evolve over time (Costabile et al. 2006). Consequently, using the end user developed information system as a requirements engineering artefact means that it is volatile (Ko et al. 2011), especially in its early stages when the end user explores the problem domain.

The second aspect is the quality of the proposed design. Davis (1988) argued that the use of external analysts, i.e. systems developers, leads to better designs. The systems developer normally contributes with expertise knowledge, acting as an expert or facilitator during systems development (Mogensen 1992). Often, end users become aware of the design implications at a later stage, through a trial-and-error process (Ko et al. 2011). The quality aspect has been explored in a number of studies (e.g., Ditlea 1987; Teo and Tan 1999; Panko and Halverson...
and substantial error rates have been found, both when students and professionals have developed end user applications. These findings are important since they indicate that quality problems can be expected when EUD is used as a requirements engineering technique, that may lead to a) large number of redesigns during the development process, and/or (b) poor quality in the final product. However, Kreie et al. (2000) concluded that the quality of implemented models can be improved with training in systems analysis and design methods. For example, Burnett et al. (2004) proposed an interactive testing method to support the development of spreadsheets by end users and McDaid (2008) argued for test-driven EUD. Other scholars proposed dealing with lack of skills through, for example, the enforcement of best practices for spreadsheet design (Powell and Baker 2003).

In summary, few existing research studies have examined the use of EUD in combination with systems development. Hence, it is difficult to assess EUD as a requirements engineering technique in systems development in terms of existing literature. However, it is possible to conclude that the quality of end user developed applications has been debated extensively over the years. To some extent, this could have a bearing on potential quality problems when using them for requirements specifications.

### 4 Research approach

We carried out six case studies in order to explore end user developed information systems as design boundary objects in requirements engineering. The study design can be classified as an interpretative case study (Yin 1994; Walsham 1995; Klein and Myers 1999; Goldkuhl 2012), that allowed us to analyse the functional and political ecologies (Bergman et al. 2007) of our projects.

#### 4.1 Research setting and cases

We studied six systems development projects in four different companies following guidelines for theoretical sampling (Yin 1994). Hence, these projects were selected both for their similarities and differences. All four companies used EUD from time to time as a technique for requirements engineering, although they employed well-known systems development methods for the remaining project activities. The precise reasons for these choices varied slightly between the actors. However, they can be summarised as a general need to elicit good ideas from highly specialised business processes where business knowledge is regarded as being difficult to communicate. Several earlier projects had failed because of this problem, and end users had therefore started to use “home-built” prototypes to illustrate their ideas. Another reason was the fact that several of these projects were carried out by people working in different physical locations, which complicated communication even further. The EUD was carried out using spreadsheets, which is the most commonly used tool for this type of development (Burnett et al. 2004).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case no</th>
<th>Type of information system</th>
<th>Industrial partner</th>
<th>Business complexity</th>
<th>Man-hours</th>
<th>No of developers</th>
<th>No of end users</th>
<th>Systems development method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Product calculation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Investment analysis industrial equipment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Price analysis and simulation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Product calculation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>DSDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Investment analysis industrial equipment</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Product calculation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Crystal Clear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of cases

Table 2 presents a compilation of the six cases. The leftmost column shows the case number. The second column from the left shows the type of information systems that were implemented. The remaining columns contain, in due order, the identifier of the industrial partner, the level of business complexity, the number of man-hours spent on each project, the number of developers, the number of end users, and the systems development methods in use. From the table we can see that the six cases differed in terms of business complexity. In cases with high business complexity, the information system is based on knowledge about the business’ core process. Such knowledge can: a) be difficult to articulate or it is something that the end user(s) has learned over many years, and b) be something with which the systems developer(s) is unfamiliar. In other words, these projects posed a greater challenge with regards to communication between social worlds than projects with medium or low business complexity. The projects also differed in size, both with regards to man-hours spent by the systems developers on the project and the project team size (number of developers and end users).

Due to space limitations it is impossible to provide a detailed description of the analysis of all six cases. Therefore, our first case is used as the main case in the analysis and the others are used to illustrate conflicting findings. The first case was chosen based on its explanatory power...
to illustrate the advantages as well as the disadvantages of EUD as a requirements engineering technique for communicating across social worlds in systems development. Below we give an introduction to all six cases. For the first case we provide additional details in order to give the analytical context.

Background to case one

The first three cases were taken from an international manufacturing company engaged in metal cutting. The first case was the most innovative of the three projects that involved this particular industrial partner. The aim was to develop a product calculation system for the metal cutting industry that could provide quick price quotes when talking to customers. This task poses two major challenges, both of which are related to the complexity of the calculation. First, the cutting process itself contains a large number of cutting machine parameters, which have to be taken into consideration. Second, the complexity of the piece of metal that needs to be cut affects the calculation; it requires the customer to provide a technical drawing showing the exact measurements needed for the calculation. The project’s goal was to create an information system where the customer only needed to answer a limited number of questions, all of which could be asked over the telephone. The proposed solution had the potential to reduce the information flow between the customer and the supplier as well as reduce the time needed to provide the customer with a quote. A vision statement defined the scope of the project as: ‘A product calculation system that does not require access to customer drawings in order to answer questions about price when talking to the customer.’

The development team consisted of four members: three systems developers and one end user. The end user had 22 years of experience in the field of industrial cutting. His daily tasks involved sale of cutting machines, equipment and consumables. The end user’s experience with the EUD tool Microsoft Excel was excellent. It is part of his daily work and he has, for example, developed a budget system using this tool. In addition, the end user had a good general knowledge of computers.

The end user belonged to one of the company’s regional sales offices in Europe, which in this specific region consisted of seven people. It meant that he daily interacted with customers to identify their needs and quote on new solutions. This gave him very good knowledge about the actual challenges that the company’s customers were facing. Internally, the end user worked together with the other employees at the regional sales office and the product engineers at the factory, in order to quote unique solutions to specific customers. The end user reported to the regional sales manager, who guaranteed the end user’s time on the project. The information system developed in the studied project became part of offering unique administrative sales support related to the quoted machines.

The systems developers belonged to the company’s administrative organisation, and constituted a separate department of approximately 50 people. Subsequently, this was the social world of the three systems developers taking part in the second project. The systems development department was not located in the same country as the end user’s regional sales office. Project teams were formed based on the current project portfolio and the competences needed. It was common that systems developers worked in several parallel projects at the same time, which
meant they often reported to more than one project manager. Each project manager reported to the head of the systems development department, who allocated systems developers to the projects. The systems development department’s responsibility was to build and support both administrative and embedded (e.g. CNC control software) information systems. It meant that the systems developers were specialized to work with one of the two categories. The current project was viewed as an administrative information system by the head of the systems development department, although it contained technical parts about cutting processes. However, it was not viewed as something being part of a cutting machine. Hence, the systems developers were not highly experienced on cutting processes. At the time of our study the company employed an internal ‘buy-sell market’, which meant that different departments could buy systems development services from the systems development department. This was the case with the current project, which was funded by the regional sales office based on the decisions of the regional sales manager.

The systems development method employed by the systems development department was eXtreme Programming. The project was allocated a timeframe of 500 man-hours during the course of six calendar months. The project consisted of four iterations: one EUD iteration and three systems developer iterations in which the end user requirements were implemented. The latter iterations were closed out by end user reviews and lessons learned were fed back into the process for redesign during the next iteration. The EUD iteration was not as strict as the systems developer iterations. The EUD prototype was continuously developed, designed, tested and redesigned using small incremental steps over the period of a month and a half. The end user did not view the redesign in terms of iterations.

Background to cases two to six

The second case concerned an investment analysis system of heavy industrial equipment. The goal of the developed information system was to ease the burden of the sales force when working with customers to make initial calculations for the purchase of a new cutting machine. The project was initiated by the end user, based on his experiences in quoting for machines. The project was allocated two systems developers and a timeframe of 300 man-hours over a period of seven calendar months. The project resulted in the development of an information system that is currently used in several countries.

The third case was intended for the industrial partner’s internal use. One major challenge at that point in time was price analysis and simulations. Since the company was to operate in several markets, this task was particularly time consuming. The developed information system simplified this task, and included the integration of three enterprise resource planning systems. The end user initiated this project because of the problems he had experienced. The three systems developers had 1,600 man-hours at their disposal over a period of four calendar months. Although the final information system has a limited number of users, it has reduced the time for completing this price analysis and simulation task by 90 percent.

The fourth case was a project from the plastics industry. The company wanted to modernise their method of product calculation. At that point in time they had a manual and no unified way of making product calculations. Hence, two experienced product managers were given the
The task of designing a spreadsheet-based version of their way of working. Two systems developers were assigned to convert the end users’ prototype into a final information system. Their time-frame was 500 man-hours over a period of three calendar months. The calculation system is currently being used in parallel with manual calculations.

The fifth case was a project from an international manufacturer of process industry components. It shares characteristics with the second case, since both concern investment calculations. However, in this case the system was not used in the company’s dialogue with the customer. In addition, the calculations were more complex and involved a very large number of decisions relating to different variants of the quoted solutions. Hence, producing a quote for this type of equipment required detailed business knowledge. The aim of this project was to create a unified way for the company to quote for new equipment, since they had experienced profitability problems with particularly complex customer projects. In addition, they wanted to increase the number of people that could offer quotes for this type of equipment. Two experienced area sales managers initiated this project and drove the development of a framework for investment calculations. This framework was implemented in Excel and then converted into a web application by two systems developers. To complete the task, 700 man-hours over a period of four calendar months were required. The system is currently in use, although it has not increased the number of people who are able to quote for new equipment.

The sixth case was the project with the lowest level of business complexity. This case involved a national subcontractor of metal parts, which was experiencing problems with the many different ways that product calculations were made within the company, particularly in terms of profitability assessments. Three end users were therefore assigned to the task of developing a system for product calculation that would be generic enough to cover the complete product range and could be used throughout the organisation. Two consultants used 200 man-hours over three calendar months to implement the final system.

4.2 Data sources

Data sources included log books, semi-structured interviews, information systems created by the end users and the systems developers, and observations. This triangulation of several data sources provided multiple perspectives (Patton 1990) on the development processes, and allowed for validation of design decisions and knowledge transfer. We were in particular interested in tracking a) the design decisions that the end user expressed through the end user developed information systems, since these systems were part of the projects’ requirements specification on what to build, and b) what effects these decisions had on the functional and political ecologies. One such example, from the first case, is the end user’s requirement that the cost of capital has to be included when calculating prices for cutting a metal plate. The end user expressed this requirement when including an algorithm for calculation of capital cost in the end user developed information system.

Log books. The project team members, i.e. end users and systems developers, were instructed to maintain log books. The content of these log books included anything considered by the actors to be major design decisions on what to build, fulfilment of requirements, arguments and the way in which they had been communicated. They provided an effective means
for cross-checking informants’ interviews, the design decision taken, and any knowledge that was transferred in order to build the final information system based on the end user developed application. In practice, the log books were used as a starting point when creating the interview guides (Patton 1990). Identified design decisions were added to the guides for discussion.

**Semi-structured interviews.** 26 semi-structured interviews were carried out with the end users during various stages of the projects. We used the end users’ log books and the functionality of the end user developed information systems as input for the interviews. Questions addressed the design decisions described in the log books, the design rationale behind them, and the types of communication that occurred between the end user(s) and the systems developer(s). This provided the end users’ perspective on the development processes.

In addition, 37 semi-structured interviews were carried out with the systems developers during the projects. The purpose of these interviews was to capture design decisions from the systems developers’ perspective. The interviews with the systems developers were developed from the same collection of material as the end user interviews: the end users’ and systems developers’ log books, the functionality in the end user developed information systems, and the final information systems.

**Information systems.** We also obtained access to the information systems developed in the projects. This access included both end user developed versions (i.e. the EUD prototypes) and the deployed information systems (including the code bases). They provided an effective means to validate the informants’ log books during data collection and to identify functionality that had not been mentioned in these documents. In particular, it allowed us identify: a) if end user designed functionality had been implemented in the deployed information system, and b) if the deployed information system was based on the end users’ design solutions and, if so, to what degree.

**Observation.** We participated as observers in 42 project meetings, where we followed the progress of the projects. Team interactions included face-to-face meetings and teleconferences. This participation gave us first-hand information of the projects and the type of discussions that took place during these meetings – mostly focusing on project progress reports. It allowed us to capture data about any design decisions that were taken during these meetings.

### 4.3 Case analysis

The four features of design boundary objects and the two design ecologies laid out by Bergman et al. (2007) were used during our analysis. For that purpose we tailored the theoretical lens to fit our research question: what are the advantages and disadvantages of using EUD in systems development for communicating requirements across two social worlds. Our operationalisation of the theoretical lens is presented in table 3.

The table has three columns. The leftmost column contains the four features of the design boundary object framework: ‘Promote shared representation’, ‘Transform design knowledge’, ‘Mobilise for design action’ and ‘Legitimise design knowledge’. The second column shows that each feature has two ecologies: the functional and the political. The rightmost column shows our analytical questions for each ecology and the feature that it belongs to. Hence, this column
contains an analytical framework of total eight focal areas that we have applied on our empirical
data.

The analysis was carried out in three steps. In the first step we listed unique design deci-
sions. Second, we sorted these design decisions into two categories – decisions made by the end
users (on what to build) and the systems developers (on how to build) – from within our two
selected social worlds. Based on these design decisions, we reconstructed the different develop-
ment processes found in the project and the way in which decisions in the two social worlds
built upon each other. As a third step, we analysed the design decisions using the four features of
design boundary objects and two design ecologies, i.e. using the analytical questions presented
in the rightmost column of table 3. During the analysis we looked for patterns that either fully
supported, partially supported, or did not support the four features of design boundary objects.
This step was carried out in an iterative pattern in order to cover all identified design decisions.

5  Analysis of EUD prototypes in the functional
ecology

5.1  Promote shared representation

In support of a shared representation. The shared representation within the EUD prototype
consists of the graphical user interface, algorithms, data used as input in the prototype, and data
produced by the prototype. Support for a shared functional representation was found in four of
the six cases. Our analysis of the first case shows that from the end users’ perspective, the EUD
prototype was ‘a workable solution, that I have used extensively during customer meetings’.
Thus, the EUD prototype contained the functionality needed for calculating the cost of cutting
any shape from different types of materials. From the systems developers’ perspective the arte-
fact consisted of enough technical details to clarify the functionality as chunks of requirements.
These chunks were identified through reengineering the EUD prototype. One of the systems
developers stated: ‘We spent much time defining different paths through the system, which
we then treated as user stories.’ Based on their view of the EUD prototype’s functionality, they
defined work tasks for the forthcoming development work.

One example of how the two social worlds interpreted the EUD prototype is the functional-
ity required to calculate the cost of piercing through the plate, which is one component of the
total cutting cost. The end user described this calculation as a cost affected by ‘the thickness of
the plate, the consumables and power source used and of course if you are cutting aluminium,
carbon steel or stainless steel’. In other words, a detailed account that uses business-specific con-
cepts is needed to ascertain how the different parameters affect the piercing cost. The systems
developers on the other hand described the same functionality as ‘an algorithm using these input
values’, referring to specific spreadsheet cells containing data about plate thickness and types
of consumables. Their perception of the same functionality was described using more generic
systems development and programming concepts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Design Ecology</th>
<th>Description and analytical question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Promote shared representation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Functional</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to sharing design knowledge between the different social worlds, i.e. to what extent do the two worlds have a shared view of the requirements and the design (what to accomplish)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Political</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to perspective sharing between different social worlds, i.e. to what extent do the social worlds have a shared view of why certain requirements and designs are conveyed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transform design knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Functional</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to finding feasible functional solutions in the recipient social world, i.e. to what extent did the artefact provide sufficient information for finding a refined solution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Political</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to the handing of control and power to the recipient social world, i.e. what functional solutions need to be refined?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobilize for design action</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Functional</strong> To what extent the requirements engineering artefact contributed to solving the needs of the recipient social world, i.e. to what extent did the artefact provide sufficient information for implementing the refined solution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Political</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to the recipient social world accepting the design, i.e to what extent did the recipient social world mobilise resources based on the expertise residing in the provider world?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Le-legitimize design knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Functional</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to verifying and validating the usefulness and correctness of the solution, i.e. to what extent has the artefact been used to verify and validate the information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Political</strong> How the requirements engineering artefact contributed to demonstrate acceptability of design decisions so as to authorize the movement of design knowledge across social worlds, i.e. to what extent has the artefact been used in the decision-making processes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Operationalisation of the theoretical lens
The EUD prototype had enough plasticity and sufficient detail for describing the requirements. In particular, it contained sufficient detail to share a technical understanding of the requirements within the functional ecology. At the same time, the artefact had enough plasticity to allow both social worlds to discuss the same functionality, using concepts with which they were familiar.

In partial support of shared representation. During the third and fifth cases the systems developers had initial problems grasping the complete requirements expressed by the EUD prototypes. It is evident from the interviews with the systems developers that they initially had difficulties sorting out the functionality and the way in which it was constructed. With regard to the fifth case, the end users had used Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in Excel to automate certain functionality in the EUD prototype. For example, they used VBA-code to restrict which process components that were possible to combine when quoting equipment. The functionality was difficult to dissect because of the many interdependencies that existed in the VBA-code. One systems developer working on this project said: ‘you can tell from the code that it has evolved as the needs have occurred, without any consideration of the big picture. And it is not so simple to disentangle’. Similar thoughts were shared by one of the systems developers from the third project: ‘the sheer size of code makes it a challenge to understand, since both the quality of the code and the documentation were so-so. I guess parts of the code has been automatically generated [by Excel], and then they have copy-pasted it with small modifications’. Consequently, the systems developers had to spend more time than expected on learning the EUD prototype to get a picture of what to construct.

5.2 Transform design knowledge

In support of transforming design knowledge. From the functional ecology perspective, we found that the EUD prototype supported the transformation of design knowledge in all six cases. In the first case, the EUD prototype bridged the gap between the project team’s initial vision and the end user’s requirements. To a large extent, the way in which these requirements were met in the final information system was non-verbalised. The EUD prototype consisted of a set of functionalities that the systems developers refined for usability and technical implementation. For example, based on the tables of data on gas consumption, preheating time, machine settings and so on that are found in the EUD prototype, the systems developers created a conceptual data model of the new information system. This model has a major technical design advantage over the EUD prototype as it offers a greater reduction in redundant data. One of the systems developers summarised this as: ‘it was easy to see how we should proceed. When we first saw the tables we naturally thought of a database, but actually we ended up using separate files that are loaded into the application. But all the tables concerning different power sources shared the same structure, and therefore became one table. One can say that the end user’s solution contained data redundancy’.
5.3 Mobilise for design action

**In support of mobilisation for design action.** The EUD prototype contains a graphical user interface, algorithms, data used as input in the prototype, and data produced by the prototype, all of which were mobilised for design action by the systems developers. The work tasks defined by the systems developers gradually transformed the EUD prototype into the final information system. For example, during the first case study a new graphical user interface was designed using the analysis of the EUD prototype as a starting point. Data structures were implemented using the tables of data on gas consumption, preheating time, machine settings and so on as models. Calculations, presented as algorithms in the EUD prototype, were rewritten in the programming language of choice. Data derived from the EUD prototype were used as test data. The systems developers stated that, with regard to the main identified work tasks, the EUD prototype was satisfactory in helping to solve their needs. One of the systems developers described the EUD prototype as: ‘more detailed requirements compared to a user story’. Furthermore, the interviews revealed that systems developers felt they had a solid ground for mobilisation: ‘I feel that the requirement changes are not as frequent, since the user has worked on and tested the concept’.

**In support of no mobilisation for design action.** During the fifth case study the systems developer experienced some problems when mobilising for design action. The interviews with the systems developers revealed that ‘they [the end users] underestimated the complexity’ of the information system under development. The user interface suggested by the end users became cluttered when transferred to the full-scale application. The main reason was the amount of data that was made available in the final information system. This problem was not taken into consideration since this requirement was not apparent from the EUD prototype. Furthermore, it was not communicated between the end users and the systems developers when discussing the EUD prototype. One of the systems developers commented on this problem: ‘I realize why they [the end users] did not encounter the problem. They only tested with a fraction [of the data] … I would have preferred that we had been more involved concerning this aspect’.

5.4 Legitimise design knowledge

**In support of legitimising the design action.** The functional usefulness and correctness of the EUD prototypes were legitimised through real world testing during the end users’ construction of the artefact. In the first case study, the interviews with the end user revealed that he used the EUD prototype during his daily contact with customers. Thus, he received continuous feedback on his application and was able to make gradual improvements to it. The crucial design decisions focused on what questions the customer needs to be asked without access to customer drawings of the shape to cut. During the interviews, the end user clarified that he ‘started out with a larger set of questions to ask [the customer], but I learned which questions I really need. And then I changed the programme’. In addition, he also learned ‘what information the customer has and does not have’.

The correctness of the EUD prototype was evaluated by the end user using: a) post-term calculations of real cutting costs, and b) comparisons of calculations that were based on cus-
tomer drawings of the shape to be cut. According to the end user, the EUD prototype provided ‘sufficiently good precision according to my customers, especially considering that they do not need to bother sending any drawings’.

6 Analysis of EUD prototypes in the political ecology

6.1 Promote shared representation

In partial support of shared representation. A shared political view of the requirements was not obtained in the studied cases. The sixth case study, however, stands out and is a near likeness of a politically shared representation. In this case, the systems developers were able to explain 27 of the 45 design decisions made not only from a technical point of view, but also from a business perspective. When comparing this project with the others it was the smallest project of the six, with a business logic that was familiar to the systems developers. This system was a generic calculation system designed to fit several types of products. Hence, similar calculations can be found in product calculation textbooks. Moreover, it contained few complicated formulas and a quite small amount of data compared with the first case that involved a highly specialised and innovative type of product calculation, with which the systems developers were unfamiliar.

In support of non-shared representation. A non-shared representation was the prevailing impression after analysing the six cases. As discussed above, the systems developers had good functional understanding of what to accomplish during the first case study. However, the same developers were, to a large extent (61 of the 68 design decisions), unable to explain the rationale behind the end user’s design decisions from a business point of view.

For example, one important design decision proposed by the end user was to include gas consumption tables for a selection of cutting nozzles. This type of table determines the gas consumption needed to pierce a hole in the plate using a specific cutting nozzle. The end user explained this as important functionality to include, since ‘you use one type of gas, such as propane, to heat the metal and then use oxygen to burn away the material from the cut. The speed and gas consumption you achieve is determined by the shape and the quality of the cutting mouthpiece’. Hence, the choice of cutting nozzle affects the gas consumption and indirectly the cutting price. Politically, this design decision was based on a number of standpoints. First, the end user made a selection of cutting nozzles that were possible to combine with certain types of material. This selection was based on the end user’s knowledge about the quality achieved through combining a certain type of cutting nozzle with a certain type of material, and how this quality stands up against industry standards. Second, only cutting nozzles from certain vendors were selected, based on decisions made by the sales organisation. This selection was made for competitive reasons, in order to promote certain brands. From the interviews with the systems developers it was evident that they did not know these political reasons. The following statement shows the system developers’ unawareness of the political side of the design decision: ‘the choice of a nozzle depends on your cutting material. Therefore you need to have a broad range of noz-
zles for the user to choose from, to get functioning gas consumption. But the tables are only large chunks of data to me’, and ‘these are gas consumption tables for different cutting nozzles. I see that it [the algorithm] uses different data from the tables, but I cannot say why’.

6.2 Transform design knowledge

In partial support of transforming design knowledge. From a political ecology point of view, the EUD prototypes only partially allowed the systems developers to take control of the refinement of requirements. The use of an EUD prototype meant that the end user handed over control of requirements related to usability and technical implementation. However, very few design decisions were made in which the systems developers refined the business logic in the final information system.

An example taken from the first case study illustrates this situation. It concerns the tables containing gas consumption data. Control and power were handed over, but only with regard to the technical implementation. One systems developer stated that: ‘the table content is, according to the end user, based on the company’s own measurements’. Thus, the systems developers accepted them. However, as discussed above, the systems developers questioned the redundant solution found in the EUD prototype, and they provided an improved the solution for storing this type of data. In addition, they questioned that this data was unprotected when it was ‘so fundamental for making it [the EUD prototype] work’. Thus, the systems developers suggested that the files to be protected and, later, they encrypted the data files.

6.3 Mobilise for design action

In support of mobilisation for design action. Politically, the EUD prototype did not cause any problems when used to allocate resources during four of the analysed projects. In the first case study, the systems developers used the EUD prototype to mobilise resources to their three iterations, i.e. their release and iteration planning. As discussed earlier, the systems developers treated ‘different paths through the system’ as being equivalent to user stories. The systems developers used user stories derived from the functional prototype to sign up for different work tasks, and to estimate the time it would take to implement each task. One system developer stated that: ‘in many cases the [EUD] prototype has its upsides, since the requested functionality is presented in great detail. Often it makes the assessment more concrete, what you actually commit yourself to’. Both the financier, i.e. the regional sales manager, and the end user said that the EUD prototype made it easy to identify the parts of the functionality they could expect to be implemented during specific iterations.

In partial support of mobilisation for design action. During the third and fifth projects the systems developers and project managers had initial problems with release and iteration planning. The main reason relates to the complexity and quality of the technical implementation of the two EUD prototypes. As has been discussed above, the systems developers found it difficult to divide the functionality into self-contained parts that they could use as user stories and later divide into work tasks, since there were many interdependencies in the EUD proto-
type. As a result, it took longer to stabilise plans, and thus the political ecology, than was initially expected by the two social worlds.

### 6.4 Legitimise design knowledge

**In support of legitimising design action.** From the political point of view, agreements on requirements are important to legitimise design knowledge, which in our case meant the requirements expressed through the EUD prototypes. Such agreements were found during all investigated cases. One example of an important agreement during the first project was the decision to go ahead with the final information system. This decision was made during a gate meeting where the EUD prototype was used as a demonstrator. At the meeting, several options were identified: (a) to go ahead with the complete project, (b) to go ahead with parts of the project, or (c) not to go ahead at all. The regional sales manager made the decision to go ahead with the project, based on the opinions of the end user group (employees at the regional sales office that had tried the EUD prototype) and the project leader, who participated in the meeting. The presence of the regional sales manager meant that this decision could include funding for the development of the final information system. It also meant that the design in the EUD prototype was not officially challenged.

Despite these high-level decisions, which increased the political strength of the design decisions found in the EUD prototype, the systems developers still appeared to distance themselves somewhat from the functional design. By way of example, one of the systems developers involved in the first project said: ‘I do not know if it [the design] is correct’. However, our analysis does not show that the systems developers explicitly questioned the requirements or design decisions from a business point of view.

### 7 Discussion

The communication of requirements specifications has remained a perennial problem in systems development over the years. In this study we followed six systems development projects that used EUD as a requirements engineering technique. We analysed the functional and political ecologies of these projects using the concept of design boundary object as a theoretical lens. Table 4 shows the patterns that we found. The leftmost column shows the case study number, while the remaining columns show the four features of design boundary objects and the results found with regard to the functional and the political ecologies. We used + signs to illustrate support of the feature, (+) signs to illustrate partial support of the feature, and, finally, – signs to illustrate lack of support of the feature.

Table 4 reveals that the EUD prototype supported a shared functional representation, as long as the projects did not grow large in size. At the same time, the end users and the systems developers did not have a shared political view of the requirements in any of the cases. With regard to functional ecology, our analysis shows that the systems developers were able to transform design knowledge; in other words, they found refined solutions for the final information
system, based on the EUD prototype. Politically, however, they were not given control of all the requirements. Requirements that were based on business rationale remained with the end user. When analysing the mobilisation for design action we found that in the functional ecology the EUD prototypes provided sufficient information for implementing a refined solution. Primarily, the implemented refinements were technical. However, these were the requirements handed over to the systems developers. From the viewpoint of political ecology, the EUD prototype supported the mobilisation of resources among the systems developers. Table 4 also shows that when projects had difficulties in establishing a shared functional representation of the EUD prototype, they also had initial problems with release and iteration plans, i.e. the mobilisation of resources. Finally, the EUD prototypes contributed to legitimising design knowledge in both the functional and political ecologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case no</th>
<th>Design boundary object features</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared Representation</td>
<td>Transforming design knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional ecology</td>
<td>Political ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Patterns found in the six cases with regard to supporting the four features of design boundary objects and the functional and political ecologies (+ in support of, (+) partial in support of, - no support of)

Based on these findings, some notable lessons can be learned with regard to: a) the advantages and disadvantages of using EUD as a requirement engineering technique, b) EUD and requirements engineering research, and c) the analytical framework of design boundary objects.
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7.1 Advantages and disadvantages of using EUD as a requirement engineering and design technique

Our findings show that EUD works well as a requirements engineering technique when considering the functional ecology of a design boundary object. Consequently, EUD prototypes can be used as vehicles for exchanging knowledge between end users and systems developers. EUD was found to provide stable requirements based on extensive testing carried out by end users. The systems developers used these requirements to create refined solutions when implementing the final information systems.

We found few instances of political shared representation; in other words, where the systems developers could account for the requirements, i.e. design decisions on what to build, from a business point of view. From a practical point of view this finding can be seen as both advantageous and disadvantageous to the project. It is advantageous for end users to be able to contribute to a solution without the systems developers having to completely understand the design rationale; in this case, design decisions are based on the end users’ business knowledge. In practice, this can be useful when developing information systems in areas of high business complexity where it is difficult to map the know-how of the end users. Hence, EUD can be viewed as an alternative method for systems developers who are considering the use of such requirements engineering techniques as task analysis, observations or ethnography (Maiden and Rugg, 1996) for this purpose.

The major disadvantage of the technique is the systems developers’ lack of familiarity with the business design rationale. The systems developers tend only to improve the technical side of the developed information systems, because this is the part of the project over which they have control and power. Hence, when using EUD as a requirements technique one should not expect systems developers to act as catalysts to improve the business logic. Instead, we believe that this technique should be used on well-demarcated areas, where the intention is to take advantage of the end users’ extensive know-how. Another reason for using this technique on well-demarcated areas is that the size of the EUD prototypes seems to negatively affect the shared functional representation, i.e. more resources are needed to reengineer the EUD prototype into requirements that can be used by the systems developers.

7.2 EUD and requirements engineering research

Existing research on EUD claims that the designs of end user developed artefacts are volatile (Costabile et al. 2006) and that the design quality is questionable (e.g., Ditlea 1987; Teo and Tan 1999; Panko and Halverson 2001; McGill and Klobas 2005; Karlsson 2008). When using these artefacts as requirements engineering specifications it suggests problems in: a) the functional ecology with regard to transforming design knowledge and to mobilise for design actions, and b) the political ecology to mobilise design actions. However, our results show that the systems developers did not encounter any situations where they had to redesign the final information systems as a result of changing requirements. Indeed, they stated that the end users made few changes to the requirements. The reason seems to be that, functionally, design knowledge was legitimised by the end users through extensive testing.
Likewise, the systems developers experienced few difficulties in planning resource allocation. This may be due to the small size of all six studied projects. Resource planning is inevitable harder in large projects, where a larger number of systems developers are involved. But given the overall size of the projects, we can conclude that the business complexity of the projects did not affect the resource planning. However, the quality of the implemented EUD prototype affected the resource allocation process. It took longer to stabilise plans when the designs of the EUD prototypes were unstructured. This is hardly surprising since the systems developers had to spend more time reengineering existing functionality.

In their early research, Dodd and Carr (1994) showed the combination of EUD and systems development as a theoretical concept in their discussion of end user-led systems development. More recently, Floyd et al. (2007) showed the potential in using end user developed information systems as sketches of what to build. Our six cases show that this is not only a theoretical concept; companies actually use this combination from time to time. Hence, this research extends on existing requirements engineering research, by adding EUD to evaluations of requirements engineering techniques’ effectiveness put forward by Maiden and Rugg (1996) and Malcom (2001) in order to address the tacit dimension of knowing (Polanyi 1983). Our study builds on the work of Pitts and Browne (2007), who put forward a call for recommendations regarding the effectiveness of investigative techniques.

As discussed in the previous section, our findings are not clear-cut. In one respect, EUD seems to be an efficient requirements engineering technique, where systems developers refine the solutions from a technical and usability point of view. These findings corroborate earlier results given by Dodd and Carr (1994), who discussed that systems developers add other elements to the solutions, such as security. However, the systems development results found in the functional ecology occur without shared politically representation between the social worlds, i.e. there is a tacit dimension to the requirements that the EUD prototypes represent. In another words, requirements are passed on ‘blindly’ for implementation without the systems developers understanding why they are implementing certain designs. This a major difference from other techniques, such as observation and ethnography, where the systems developers try to learn more about the end user's craftsmanship and business logic (Maiden and Rugg 1996). As a result, systems developers did not take control and power of all requirements and design decisions, and did not act as a catalyst to leverage business logic. Consequently, this is in line with Davis’ (1988) criticism of EUD as a concept, that systems developers’ capacity as facilitators is not used to its full potential. It means that EUD is not an effective requirements engineering technique if it does not serve as a starting point for further discussions between the two social worlds.

Consequently, our results show that there is an important political aspect when crossing EUD and systems development, which has not been shown before. Our research, therefore, extends findings by Rittenberg and Senn (1993), and Floyd et al. (2007). They only briefly addressed the receiving social world, i.e. the systems developers and they way they act and are allowed to act within the political ecology. Their main focus was on how the end users acquire more powerful tools and become more knowledgeable. Our findings show that this comes at a price when considering the overall systems development process: the systems developers feel a lesser degree of ownership of the design and become less knowledgeable. It means that introducing EUD to systems development affects the balance of power in the political ecology, where systems developers mainly take control over technical requirements and leave the business logic to
the end users, instead of working as facilitators for all types of requirements. Hence, our results show that there is a trade-off between the end users’ empowerment and the systems developers acting as facilitators. What kind of long-term effects this shift in power has on, for example, maintenance has not been possible to investigate in our study.

7.3 The analytical framework of design boundary objects

This research contributes with an elaboration of the design boundary object as a theoretical lens. The framework presented by Bergman et al. (2007) is not an operationalisation targeting analysis of requirements techniques per se. Rather, it contains a general description of the features of design boundary objects and the two ecologies. We have developed a set of questions to be used when analysing requirements techniques (see the rightmost column of table 3). They can also be used to analyse other requirements techniques, making it possible to conduct more exhaustive comparisons of how different techniques affect the functional and the political ecologies of projects.

7.4 The limitations of the research

In this paper, we report on projects that were limited, both in terms of number of man-hours and project members. Thus, all the investigated projects were small and set within the context of industrial systems development. Both the end users and the systems developers were treated as homogeneous social worlds, which may not be the case in larger projects. In larger projects, both end users and systems developers may be specialised in different areas, creating a more complex web of social worlds.

Our analysis showed that systems developers did not take control and power over all requirements when EUD was used as a requirements engineering technique. We can conclude that design decisions that concern business logic remained with the end users. However, our data did not allow us to draw conclusions on why systems developers acted in this way during the projects, because the data was not collected with that purpose in mind.

In all the studied projects, the end users used spreadsheets as their development tool. It is by far the most commonly used computerised tool for EUD (Burnett et al. 2004); however, it may mean that our findings are restricted to problem domains associated with spreadsheets, i.e. information systems involving a high degree of calculation. In addition, all studied projects used agile systems development methods. Hence, we do not know if our findings are valid for projects using other types of tools or other types of systems development methods, such as the Rational Unified Process (Kruchten 2004).

None of the studied projects included maintenance of the developed information systems. Hence, we have not had the opportunity to investigate how the use of EUD as a requirements engineering technique affects the maintenance phase. Rittenberg and Seen (1993) have earlier pointed out that ownership issues, which are related to maintenance, are important to consider when end user developed applications are repackaged in organisations for wider distribution. It may impose new challenges when systems developers do not have control and power over all
design decisions, which means that many design decisions may not have been documented. This could mean that systems developers become more end user-dependent during maintenance, shifting the power structures even more than we have been able to show.

7.5 Identified areas for future research

Given the limitations discussed above, there is ample opportunity for future research. First, an interesting avenue for future research concerns why systems developers do not take control and power over all requirements when EUD is used as a requirements engineering technique. Such findings will give a deeper understanding of the technique’s political drawbacks. Second, it is interesting to address the scalability issues and to investigate the use of EUD in larger projects. It may offer an opportunity to identify and study a multitude of social worlds and, for example, see if and how the EUD prototype can be used to settle any outstanding conflicts on requirements and designs between end user groups and/or system developer groups. Third, it is an opportunity to study projects using other tools than spreadsheets as well as non-agile systems development methods. For example, it would be interesting to study how web mash-ups, as described by Floyd et al. (2007) and Cappiello et al. (2013), could be used as design boundary objects between end users and systems developers. Especially, since this technology has become prominent during recent years. Finally, maintenance is also an important area of future research if we are to fully understand the long-term effects of using this technique during systems development.

8 Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to examine end user development as a requirements engineering technique for communicating across social worlds in systems development. For this purpose, we employed the theoretical lens of design boundary object. We found that the artefact developed by the end users can act as a vehicle for communicating their requirements. This technique has a high degree of user involvement, which takes advantage of end user know-how. As a requirement engineering technique it also has the ability to capture requirements and transfer them into the final information system without the systems developers having to completely understand the design rationale. Using this approach, the systems developers have little or no influence on business requirements. In this study, their role is mainly as technical experts, rather than as business developers, as is sometimes the case. The systems developers took control and power over technical requirements, while requirement relating to business logics remained with the end users. Consequently, the systems developers did not act as a catalyst in the systems development process, which may hamper the overall results of the information system.
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